Phylogenetics aims to reconstruct evolutionary relationships among species. Recent advances in sequencing technologies have drastically increased the amount of data available for phylogenetic inference (Scornavacca et al. 2020), which has led in turn to increased concern about how to assemble and filter large genomic and transcriptomic data sets. Central to most data-generating pipelines is the identification of orthologs, or genes related through speciation events, to the exclusion of paralogs, or genes related through duplication events (Fitch 1970). Because orthologous gene trees reflect only the species history, it has been argued that orthologs are appropriate for phylogenetic inference (e.g., Fernández et al. 2020; Kapli et al. 2020). Methods to extract orthologs from large data sets have therefore proliferated (reviewed in Altenhoff et al. 2019b; Siu-Ting et al. 2019; Cheon et al. 2020) and others finding substantial differences in inferred species trees (Altenhoff et al. 2019b; Siu-Ting et al. 2019; Cheon et al. 2020) and others finding minimal differences (Fernández et al. 2018; Kallal et al. 2018; Cheon et al. 2020). Furthermore, and in contrast to the long-held opinion that orthologs, not paralogs, should be used to infer species relationships, recent methodological developments explicitly allow for the inclusion of paralogs in phylogenetic inference (reviewed in Smith and Hahn 2021). In particular, quartet-based gene tree methods are robust to the inclusion of paralogs because the concordant topology is expected to be the most common topology, in the limit of a very large number of genes (Legried et al. 2020; Markin and Eulenstein 2020; Zhang et al. 2020; Yan et al. 2021). However, branch-length estimates, concordance factors, and measures of the concordant topology are mistaken as orthologs because they are present in a single copy in each sampled species. Because gene tree phylogenetics aims to reconstruct evolutionary relationships under the biological scenarios considered here (Birth–death model; orthologs; paralogs; phylogenetics.)
of nodal support may still be impacted by paralog inclusion.

For researchers who wish to only use orthologs for phylogenetic inference, current practices for excluding putative pseudoorthologs can be particularly restrictive because excluding these genes from phylogenetic data sets is difficult. When extracting putative orthologs, researchers typically rely on graph-based or tree-based approaches (Altenhoff et al. 2019a). Graph-based approaches are the most commonly used: they rely on the concept of reciprocal best hits (Li 2003) or length-normalized reciprocal best hits (Emms and Kelly 2015), followed by the application of clustering approaches to delineate orthologs. These methods assume that the two most closely related homologs between a pair of species should be orthologs. When pseudoorthologs are present they will be reciprocal best hits, despite not having an orthologous relationship, because true orthologs are absent. Tree-based approaches (e.g., Yang and Smith 2014) extract orthologs from the clusters identified using graph-based methods. Tree-based approaches are more computationally intensive, but in some cases may be able to identify and exclude pseudoorthologs by identifying excessively long branches. Even these approaches, though, will often fail to identify pseudoorthologs, particularly when duplication events were more recent. Another approach to removing putative pseudoorthologs relies on knowledge of a species tree, removing genes that show discordance between the gene and species tree for a set of predefined clades (Siu-Ting et al. 2019). This approach assumes that discordance between gene trees and the species tree with respect to a priori defined “uncontestable” relationships is due to gene duplication and loss, although many other factors including incomplete lineage sorting and introgression may also lead to tree gene heterogeneity (Maddison 1997).

Thus, options for excluding pseudoorthologs from phylogenetic data sets are limited and likely ineffectual at removing pseudoorthologs, and those that do exist may lead to a drastic reduction in the amount of data available. For example, when using their approach based on the monophyly of predefined clades (Siu-Ting et al. 2019) removed 637 of their 2656 putative orthologs. They found some differences between tree topologies and branch lengths inferred from these filtered and unfiltered data sets, but it is difficult to establish whether the removed genes were actually pseudoorthologs and how many pseudoorthologs remained after stringent filtering. A better understanding of when, and how stringently, we should filter our data to remove pseudoorthologs would clearly be helpful: it could prevent unnecessary filtering of informative genes from phylogenetic data sets and would guide researchers as to whether and when results should be interpreted with caution due to the potential presence of pseudoorthologs.

Despite long-standing concerns about the effects of pseudoorthologs on phylogenetic inference, no attempt has been made to calculate the probability of pseudoorthologs or to understand the regions of parameter space in which they may be most problematic. Here, we use a stochastic birth-death
model to calculate the probabilities and branch lengths of orthologs and pseudoorthologs, including both concordant and discordant pseudoortholog topologies. In what follows, we first describe the model and then explore regions of parameter space that are most likely to produce pseudoorthologs. We show that the probability of orthologs is high relative to the probability of pseudoorthologs across parameter space, and that the ratio of concordant to discordant topologies is even higher. Our results should reassure researchers concerned about the effects of pseudoorthologs on phylogenetic inference.

**THE MODEL**

**Probabilities of Orthologs and Pseudoorthologs**

To calculate the probabilities of orthologs and pseudoorthologs, we use a stochastic birth–death model (Bailey 1964). Previous work has applied birth–death models to gene trees with the aim of inferring orthology, reconciling gene and species trees, and accurately reconstructing gene trees (Arvestad et al. 2003, 2004; Rasmussen and Kellis 2011). Here, we evaluate a specific case by focusing on a rooted three-taxon species tree, reconstructing gene trees (Arvestad et al. 2003, 2004; Bailey 1964). Previous work has applied birth–death pseudoorthologs, we use a stochastic birth–death model to calculate the probabilities and branch lengths. If our assumptions are reasonable, we expect a 1:1 relationship between calculations and observations. We drew 100 sets of parameters from uniform priors (Supplementary Table S1 available on Dryad) and performed 10,000 simulations under each set of parameters in SimPhy (Mallo et al. 2016). We calculated the proportion of observed orthologs, concordant pseudoorthologs, discordant pseudoorthologs by evaluating topology and branch lengths. If our assumptions are reasonable, we expect a 1:1 relationship between calculations and observations. We drew 100 sets of parameters from uniform priors (Supplementary Table S1 available on Dryad) and performed 10,000 simulations under each set of parameters in SimPhy. While our model does not exhaust all possible scenarios that could lead to pseudoorthologs, these simulations show that the scenarios we consider lead to accurate predictions of the numbers of orthologs, as well as the numbers of concordant and discordant pseudoorthologs (Supplementary Fig. S4 available on Dryad).

Our model makes several assumptions. Most notably, we assume that there are no more than three copies at the end of branch $t_1$, and we avoid nested duplication scenarios. To evaluate whether these assumptions lead to accurate predictions, we compared the exact probabilities calculated according to the equations above to the proportions of each scenario observed in simulations in SimPhy (Mallo et al. 2016). We calculated the proportion of observed orthologs, concordant pseudoorthologs, discordant pseudoorthologs by evaluating topology and branch lengths. If our assumptions are reasonable, we expect a 1:1 relationship between calculations and observations. We drew 100 sets of parameters from uniform priors (Supplementary Table S1 available on Dryad) and performed 10,000 simulations under each set of parameters in SimPhy. While our model does not exhaust all possible scenarios that could lead to pseudoorthologs, these simulations show that the scenarios we consider lead to accurate predictions of the numbers of orthologs, as well as the numbers of concordant and discordant pseudoorthologs (Supplementary Fig. S4 available on Dryad).

**Expectations for Branch Lengths of Pseudoorthologs**

In addition to differing topologically from the species tree, pseudoorthologs differ from the species tree in
terms of branch lengths. For orthologs, the single internal branch of a rooted three-taxon tree is length $t_2$; this branch determines the phylogenetic signal within each gene tree, and is the focus here. For the simplest concordant pseudoortholog (Fig. 1d), the internal branch length is equal to the sum of $t_2$ and the time until the duplication event occurs in branch $t_1$ ($v$ in Fig. 1), while for the simplest discordant pseudoortholog the internal branch length is equal to $v$ (Fig. 1e,f). Furthermore, average internal branch lengths for the two discordant pseudoorthologs are always equal.

The value of $v$ is the expected time back to the duplication event on $t_1$ conditional on a duplication event occurring on branch $t_1$. Because waiting times for events in the birth–death process are also exponentially distributed (Gernhard 2008), we can use a model similar to that for the multispecies coalescent (Mendes and Hahn 2018) to calculate times here. To find the expectation for $v$, we need only convert from the coalescent units used in Mendes and Hahn (2018) to duplication units, where one coalescent unit is equal to $\frac{1}{\lambda}$ here. These considerations lead to the following expectation for the time back to the duplication event:

$$E[v] = \frac{1}{\lambda} \cdot \frac{t_1}{e^{t_1/\lambda} - 1}$$

Although we have conditioned on a duplication event occurring in branch $t_1$, we have not conditioned on other events. For example, we have not conditioned on the absence of any subsequent duplication events or a subsequent loss on branch $t_1$. To evaluate whether the assumptions made here led to reasonable predictions of the internal branch length, we again used simulations in SimPhy (Mallo et al. 2016). We drew 50 sets of parameters from uniform priors; all priors were the same as in Supplementary Table S1 available on Dryad except $\mu$ and $\lambda$ were drawn from U(0.004, 0.005) priors to ensure more pseudoorthologs. We performed 10,000 simulations under each set of parameters, and calculated the average internal branch lengths from simulations that produced either trees matching the concordant pseudoortholog shown in Fig. 1d or trees matching the discordant pseudoortholog shown in Fig. 1e. The expected branch lengths are a close match to simulated branch lengths (Supplementary Fig. S5 available on Dryad), and thus should provide accurate predictions of the internal branch lengths of pseudoorthologs.

The model presented here demonstrates that the expected internal branch length for concordant pseudoorthologs is always longer than the expected branch length for discordant pseudoorthologs, by the length of the internal branch $t_2$. Thus, even when pseudoorthologs are present, the total expected branch length supporting the concordant topology should exceed the expected branch length supporting the discordant topology. In other words, there is more phylogenetic signal in concordant trees than discordant ones. In addition, the internal branch supporting each of the two different discordant pseudoorthologs has the same expected length. This implies equal support for each of the two discordant topologies.

**Probabilities of Orthologs and Pseudoorthologs**

We used the model described above to explore how different parameters affected the probabilities of orthologs and pseudoorthologs, including both concordant and discordant topologies. We begin by describing our results in terms of unconditional probabilities, which consider all scenarios resulting from our model, including those that do not produce one gene copy per species. Considering the rates of gene duplication ($\lambda$) and loss ($\mu$), we found that higher rates of each decreased the overall probability of orthologs (Supplementary Fig. S6a available on Dryad). The probability of orthologs decreases because there is a higher chance of duplication and loss events occurring: duplication creates additional copies, while loss means that no copy can be sampled from some species. A similar effect is generated by increasing all branch lengths.

By contrast, the probability of pseudoorthologs is maximized at intermediate values of $\lambda$ and $\mu$ (Fig. 2a), because at least one duplication event and two loss events are required for pseudoorthologs (Fig. 1d–f). Values of these parameters that are too high decrease the probability of there being a single copy in each species; because pseudoorthologs require more losses than gains, slightly higher values of $\mu$ are possible. Similarly, the probability of pseudoorthologs is maximized at intermediate branch lengths of $t_1$ (Fig. 2b) and $t_3$ (Supplementary Fig. S6b available on Dryad), because at least one duplication is required on branch $t_1$ and at least one loss is required on branch $t_3$.

**Probabilities of Concordant and Discordant Pseudoorthologs**

To understand the relative probabilities of concordant and discordant pseudoortholog topologies, we examined many of the same rate and branch-length parameters. Increasing $\mu$ decreases the ratio of concordant pseudoorthologs to discordant pseudoorthologs, because discordant pseudoorthologs require at least three losses while concordant pseudoorthologs can occur with only two losses (Supplementary Fig. S6c available on Dryad). Increasing $\lambda$ slightly increases the ratio of concordant pseudoorthologs to discordant pseudoorthologs (Supplementary Fig. S6c available on Dryad), as there are more possible configurations leading to concordant pseudoorthologs than discordant pseudoorthologs when there is more than one duplication event (Supplementary Figs. S2 and S3 available on Dryad). Changes to the lengths of branches $t_2$ and $t_4/t_5$ affect the relative probabilities of concordant and discordant pseudoorthologs: specifically, as branch $t_2$ gets longer and branches $t_4/t_5$ get shorter, concordant
pseudoorthologs become more likely and discordant pseudoorthologs become less likely (Fig. 2c). This occurs because concordant pseudoorthologs can be generated either by a loss on $t_2$ or by losses on both $t_4$ and $t_5$ (Fig. 1d; Supplementary Fig. S1a,b available on Dryad), while discordant pseudoorthologs require losses on branches $t_4$ and $t_5$ (Fig. 1c,f; Supplementary Fig. S5 available on Dryad). Both scenarios additionally require losses on $t_3$, and so the length of $t_3$ does not affect their relative frequencies. Note that results from the model presented here are also supported by results from simulations (Supplementary Fig. S4 available on Dryad).

We further explored the probabilities of all events conditional on a single copy being present in each species. These calculations directly address the chance that pseudoorthologs are mistaken for orthologs: the conditional probabilities represent the fraction of all single-copy genes that are orthologs, concordant pseudoorthologs, or discordant pseudoorthologs. We explored two general regions of parameter space, representing the range of values of $\lambda$ and $\mu$ observed in empirical data sets: 0.002 and 0.005 per million years (Mendes et al. 2020). We considered a long length of branch $t_3$ (198.9 million years) across a range of lengths for branches $t_1$, $t_2$, $t_4$, and $t_5$. The large value of $t_3$ mirrors a potentially difficult region of tree space (see next section), coupled with moderate and high rates of duplication and loss.

The conditional probability of orthologs given that a single copy is present in each species is very high when duplication and loss rates are moderate (Fig. 3b; minimum $=76.7:1$) and is still rather high even when rates of duplication and loss are high (Fig. 3d; minimum $=8:4.1$). These ratios include both orthologs and concordant pseudoorthologs in the “concordant” category. Note again that we chose $t_3$ to mirror the most problematic regions of parameter space for these results; Supplementary Fig. S8 available on Dryad shows results for different values of $t_3$, confirming the impression that the scenario shown here in the main text is a worst-case scenario with regards to this branch length.

Notably, the probability of either of the two discordant pseudoorthologs can never exceed the probability of the concordant pseudoortholog, because it is always possible to generate a concordant pseudoortholog with the same number of duplication and loss events (and often fewer events). For example, a discordant pseudoortholog can be generated by a duplication on branch $t_4$, a loss on branches $t_4$ and $t_5$ in one copy, and a loss on branch $t_5$ in the other copy (Fig. 1e). A concordant pseudoortholog could also be generated by this pattern, as long as the losses on branches $t_4$ and $t_5$ occurred in the same copy, while the loss on branch $t_3$ occurred in the other copy (Supplementary Fig. S2b available on Dryad). In reasonable regions of parameter space, the probability of concordant pseudoorthologs is much higher than the probability of either discordant pseudoortholog because most concordant pseudoorthologs require one fewer loss event (i.e., the scenario shown in Fig. 1d; Supplementary Figs. S2 and S3 available on Dryad). Moreover, the probabilities of the two discordant topologies are always equal, as these rely on the same events on the same branches, and only differ in terms of which branches are lost from which copy. Thus, one never expects either discordant topology to be significantly more frequent than the other. Finally, note again that in Fig. 3, we are showing the probabilities of orthologs
FIGURE 3. Probabilities of orthologs, pseudoorthologs, and discordance. Here, branch length $t_3 = 198.9$ mya. Branch length $t_1$ varies from 0.0001 to 200 mya, while branch length $t_4$ varies from 0.0001 to 198.8 mya; branch length $t_2$ is constrained such that the sum of $t_2$ and $t_4$ equals $t_3$. a) The conditional probability of orthologs given that a single copy is present in each species, with moderate rates of duplication and loss ($\lambda = 0.002$ per my, $\mu = 0.002$ per my). b) The ratio of the concordant topology (orthologs and concordant pseudoorthologs) to one discordant topology given that a single copy is present in each species, with moderate rates of duplication and loss ($\lambda = 0.002$, $\mu = 0.002$). c) The conditional probability of orthologs given that a single copy is present in each species with high rates of duplication and loss ($\lambda = 0.005$, $\mu = 0.005$). d) The ratio of the concordant topology (orthologs and concordant pseudoorthologs) to one discordant topology given that a single copy is present in each species with high rates of duplication and loss ($\lambda = 0.005$, $\mu = 0.005$).

and pseudoorthologs conditional on sampling a single copy per species. However, the absolute probability of sampling a single copy per species at all is lowest in the regions of parameter space that maximize the probability of pseudoorthologs and discordant topologies (Supplementary Fig. S9 available on Dryad).

WORST-CASE SCENARIOS

In order to find the species tree topologies most prone to producing pseudoorthologs (especially discordant ones), we searched parameter space for such trees. Specifically, we searched for regions of parameter space that a) maximized the probability of pseudoorthologs conditional on a single copy per species, b) maximized the probability of discordant pseudoorthologs conditional on a single copy per species, and c) minimized the ratio of discordant topologies to discordant topologies (Supplementary Table S2 available on Dryad). We set bounds on all parameters (Supplementary Table S3 available on Dryad), and constrained the species tree to be ultrametric by setting $t_5$ equal to $t_4$ and requiring that $t_4 + t_2 = t_3$. We changed each parameter in turn, increasing or decreasing the value at random by a value chosen from a uniform prior distribution $U(0.000001, 0.001)$ for $\mu$ and $\lambda$, and $U(0.0001, 20)$ for branch lengths. For each optimization, we accepted each change if it increased the probability (or decreased the ratio), and accepted the change one percent of the time if it decreased the probability (or increased the ratio). For each parameter we performed 100 optimization steps. We visited the parameters in the order: $\mu$, $\lambda$, $t_1$, $t_2$, and $t_3$, and repeated the procedure ten times.

The maximum conditional probability of pseudoorthologs that we found was 0.285 (Supplementary Table S2 available on Dryad), and this value was only obtained with high values of $\lambda$ and $\mu$ (Mendes et al. 2020). The highest conditional probability of either of the two discordant pseudoorthologs observed was 0.095, and again this involved high values
of $\lambda$ and $\mu$. (Supplementary Table S2 available on Dryad; Fig. 4). The minimum ratio of the concordant topology to either of the two discordant topologies was 8.5. This suggests that, even in the most problematic regions of parameter space, discordant pseudoorthologs will comprise fewer than 10% of all single-copy genes.

Equally importantly, our results show that the ratio of concordant to discordant topologies is lowest in a region of tree space in which discordance due to incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) is also likely to be a concern (Fig. 4)—when the internal branch of a three-species tree is very short. If we take units in millions of years and assume a species with a generation time of 29 years and an effective population size of 10,000, then the probability of either discordant topology for the worst-case species tree under the multispecies coalescent model is 0.225. By comparison, the conditional probability of either discordant topology under our model of duplication and loss in this same area of parameter space is 0.095, a value more than two times lower. Additionally, this region of parameter space involves very long branch lengths for $t_1$, $t_3$, and $t_4/t_5$ (nearly 200 million years) and high rates of duplication and loss. In such species trees, pseudoorthologs are not likely to be the biggest impediment to phylogenetic inference.

We also explored regions of parameter space that maximized the absolute probabilities of pseudoorthologs and discordant pseudoorthologs, rather than the probabilities conditional on a single copy per species (Supplementary Table S4 available on Dryad). The most notable difference was in the branch lengths that maximized the probability of pseudoorthologs. When absolute probabilities are considered, a long internal branch $t_2$ and short terminal branches $t_4$ and $t_5$ maximize this probability because they maximize the probability of the concordant pseudoortholog (Supplementary Table S4 available on Dryad). However, when conditional probabilities are considered, a shorter internal branch $t_2$ maximizes the probability of pseudoorthologs because, coupled with longer branches $t_1$ and $t_3$, a shorter branch $t_2$ decreases the probability of orthologs.

**Whole-Genome Duplications**

To evaluate the effects of whole-genome duplication events (WGDs), we used simulations in SimPhy (Mallo et al. 2016). Since WGDs cannot be specified in SimPhy, we simulated two locus trees per replicate for the rooted three-taxon tree (and an outgroup); these trees were treated as a pair of duplicates produced by WGD. These duplicates were identical in terms of their branch lengths, but all subsequent duplication or loss events were independent across the two copies. We simulated data under six conditions. We combined moderate (0.002) and high (0.005) duplication and loss rates with three branch length conditions that are described in Supplementary Table S5 available on Dryad. The final scenario was designed based on the worst-case results under the original model (Fig. 4). We recorded the proportion of single-copy genes and the proportion of those genes that were orthologs, discordant pseudoorthologs, and discordant pseudoorthologs, and compared these values to the predicted probabilities under the model without WGDs described above. In general, WGDs lead to fewer single-copy genes (Supplementary Table S5 available on Dryad). Conditional on a single copy per species, WGDs lead to a lower proportion of orthologs, and higher proportions of discordant pseudoorthologs and each discordant pseudoortholog. Despite this, the proportion of genes with the discordant topology is always higher than the proportion of genes with either discordant topology, and the proportion of genes with either discordant topology never exceeds 0.15 even in the worst-case scenario (Supplementary Table S5 available on Dryad). This suggests that, although polyploidy offers unique challenges, the expectation that the discordant topology should always be the most frequent holds, at least in the scenario considered here.

**Extending the Model to Larger Trees**

Thus far, we have considered the probability of orthologs and pseudoorthologs in a three-taxon species tree. While we might intuitively expect that the addition of more species would lower the relative probability of pseudoorthologs (because more losses would be required to mimic orthologs), we carried out additional analyses to evaluate slightly larger trees by adding a single extra taxon sister to Species A, Species C, or to internal branch $t_1$, assuming no discordance at the node uniting the new taxon and its sister species in the former two cases. These results support our prediction: adding taxa decreases the probability of all types of single-copy genes, including orthologs and discordant pseudoorthologs (Supplementary Text, Supplementary Figs. S10a,b, S11, and S12 available on Dryad). However, adding leaves disproportionately decreases the probability of discordant pseudoorthologs, particularly when branches are added as sister to Species A (Supplementary Text, Supplementary Figs. S10c,d available on Dryad). This outcome occurs because discordant pseudoorthologs require losses on branches $t_4$ and $t_5$ and, if these losses do not occur before the split between the two sister branches including Species A, then the number of losses required increases by one. While the same is true when a branch is added sister to Species C, since branch $t_3$ is longer than branches $t_4$ and $t_5$, there is more time for the loss to occur prior to the added speciation event. Adding a new lineage to internal branch $t_1$ has similar effects (Supplementary Text, Supplementary Figs. S11 and S12 available on Dryad), with a decrease in the absolute probabilities of orthologs and pseudoorthologs; the discordant topology remains the most probable. Overall, these limited extra analyses indicate that results
DISCUSSION

Pseudoorthologs have long been feared for their possible detrimental effects on species tree inference. Removing these genes is difficult, and methods have relied on removing long branches (e.g., Yang and Smith 2014) or on the monophyly of other clades defined a priori (e.g., Siu-Ting et al. 2019), both of which may remove a substantial fraction of the data, and neither of which is guaranteed to remove all (or only) pseudoorthologs. Our results suggest that pseudoorthologs are unlikely to mislead phylogenetic inferences, given the assumptions of the model presented here. We find that pseudoorthologs are rare overall (Fig. 3a), and that pseudoorthologs with discordant topologies are expected to be much less common than genes with concordant topologies (Fig. 3b). Thus, our results suggest that regardless of the particular method used to identify single-copy orthologs, discordant pseudoorthologs are unlikely to be mistakenly sampled; thus, they are unlikely to pose a challenge to phylogenetics.

Even in the most problematic regions of parameter space considered here, pseudoorthologs are unlikely to mislead topological inferences. First, orthologs are still substantially more likely than pseudoorthologs, and the concordant topology is still more than 8X as likely as either of the two discordant topologies. Second, topological heterogeneity is recognized as common across the tree of life due to many processes (Bravo et al. 2019), and in this particular region of parameter space we expect discordance to be high due to incomplete lineage sorting (Fig. 4). Since discordance is likely to be high irrespective of the presence of pseudoorthologs, the use of methods that are robust to discordance (e.g., ASTRAL, Mirarab et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2018) should be of utmost importance. Moreover, our modeling results corroborate previous findings that quartet methods such as ASTRAL are statistically consistent under a model of gene duplication and loss (Legried et al. 2020; Markin and Eulenstein 2020). Such methods rely on the fact that, for a rooted three-taxon species tree, the concordant topology is always the most frequent, which is exactly what we find here among all single-copy genes. Additionally, the probabilities of the two discordant topologies are always equal, suggesting that methods for species tree inference (Chifman and Kubatko 2014) and tests of introgression (Huson et al. 2005; Vanderpool et al. 2020) based on symmetry in number of the two discordant topologies should not be misled by the inclusion of pseudoorthologs. Thus, even in the most problematic regions of parameter space, quartet-based methods should not be misled by the presence of discordant topologies.
pseudorthologs. Finally, in these regions of parameter space—and when there are more than three species in a tree—single-copy genes shared across all species are particularly rare (e.g., Supplementary Fig. 59b available on Dryad). Thus, we expect that researchers would be unable to sample many single-copy genes in such cases, and should therefore consider explicitly including paralogs in their data set to gain more phylogenetic markers (Smith and Hahn 2021).

In addition to changes in gene tree topologies, pseudorthologs have different branch lengths than orthologs. Concordant pseudorthologs are expected to have the longest internal branch lengths, with the expected branch length converging on \( t_1 / 3 \) (the latter term representing the expected time to the duplication event) as the length of branch \( t_1 \) increases (Fig. 1d; Mendes and Hahn 2018). Discordant pseudorthologs will have longer terminal branch lengths (Fig. 1e,f), but a shorter internal branch length. The expected internal branch length of discordant pseudortholog will converge to \( 1 / 3 \) as the length of branch length \( t_1 \) increases, which may be either shorter or longer than the internal branch length \( t_2 \) of true orthologs. Since concordant pseudorthologs are never expected to occur at a lower frequency than either of the discordant pseudorthologs—and the internal branch is always longer by \( t_2 \)—the total expected internal branch length supporting the true topology should always exceed that supporting either discordant topology. These results suggest that, with enough data, concatenation-based methods are also unlikely to be misled by pseudorthologs. However, the expected branch lengths depend on more assumptions than do the calculated probabilities, as these calculations are conditioned only on a duplication occurring on branch \( t_1 \) and not on the presence of other necessary events. These calculations also depend upon the presence of only a single copy at the beginning of branch \( t_1 \), and relaxations of these assumptions may alter the expected branch lengths.

While the incidental inclusion of pseudorthologs seems unlikely to affect inferences of species tree topology, many phylogenetic studies also aim to estimate concordance factors, nodal support, and branch lengths, and sometimes to test for the presence of introgression. Pseudorthologs could lead to biased branch length estimates. Specifically, since internal branch lengths of discordant pseudorthologs and external branch lengths of discordant pseudorthologs are always expected to be longer than the corresponding branch lengths of orthologs, the presence of pseudorthologs should lead to overestimates of branch lengths for methods that estimate branch lengths in substitutions per site. For methods that estimate branch lengths in coalescent units, pseudorthologs should lead to underestimated branch lengths since they should introduce additional discordance relative to expectations under the multispecies coalescent model. For the same reason, the presence of pseudorthologs may decrease measures of nodal support and concordance factors. However, the rarity of pseudorthologs across most of parameter space (Fig. 3a) should minimize their effects on estimates of branch lengths, concordance factors, and nodal support values. Notably, the inclusion of pseudorthologs should not affect inferences of introgression that rely on symmetries in minor site patterns or topologies (e.g., Huson et al. 2005; Vanderpool et al. 2020) since each of the two discordant topologies is equally likely.

We stress that the results presented here make a number of assumptions about the process of gene duplication and loss. Here, we discuss some of these assumptions and the potential effects of their violations on the probabilities of observing orthologs and pseudorthologs. Our model assumes a relatively simple process of gene duplication and loss, with constant rates through time and across lineages. Higher rates of gene duplication and loss during certain time intervals could change the relative probabilities of orthologs, discordant pseudorthologs, and concordant pseudorthologs. For example, if rates of gene loss were higher immediately after gene duplication, then we would expect that the probability of completely losing one copy would be higher, and thus that the probability of orthologs would increase. Alternatively, if rates of gene loss were higher near the tips of the tree, then we might expect an increased probability of pseudorthologs and an increased ratio of discordant to concordant topologies. However, it is difficult to construct a scenario in which either of these model violations leads to more overall discordant than concordant topologies.

Most of the results presented here have also assumed that there is a single gene copy at the beginning of branch \( t_1 \). However, an alternative scenario for pseudorthologs is polyploidy, a special case of gene duplication and loss in which the entire genome is duplicated (Otto 2007). Polyploidy can lead to increased probabilities of pseudorthologs conditional on sampling a single gene per species, though the probability of sampling single-copy genes will also be much lower in this scenario. When the taxa considered are autoploids, or polyploid taxa for which both subgenomes come from the same species, then we need only condition on the polyploid event having occurred at some point prior to branch \( t_1 \) for our model to apply. We used simulations to explore this scenario, finding that while WGDs decrease the overall probability of orthologs and increase the probability of pseudorthologs conditional on sampling a single copy, the concordant topology is still always more likely than either discordant topology (Supplementary Table S5 available on Dryad). Notably, this is a relatively simple model of WGD, and more complex scenarios could include nested WGDs or biased gene retention across genome copies. Nested WGDs could lead both to increased probabilities of pseudorthologs and to increased ratios of discordant to concordant pseudorthologs. However, it is still difficult to construct a scenario in which the probability of discordant pseudorthologs would exceed that...
of concordant pseudoorthologs, since either type of pseudoortholog can result from the same events on different copies. Even with biased gene retention, the only way to generate more discordant than concordant topologies is if gene retention varies across copies in a species-specific manner. In our simulations, we only explored autopolyplody. Allopolyploids are polyplod taxa in which each subgenome comes from a different species (Otto 2007). In this case, there are two “concordant” trees, depending on which parental genome is considered. Paralogs from the different parent taxa sometimes lost in a biased fashion (e.g., Chang et al. 2010). The main consequence of biased loss is that one set of orthologous species relationships will be retained over the other (Thomas et al. 2017). Of course, even more so in polyplods than in other taxa, excessive filtering to remove putative pseudoorthologs will decrease the amount of available data. Furthermore, the number of single-copy gene families will be limited in cases of polyplody, and using multiple-copy gene families for phylogenetic inference is likely the ideal approach in this case (Smith and Hahn 2021).

Based on the results presented here, pseudoorthologs are unlikely to be the frequent cause of problems in phylogenetic inference. How can we explain previous results that claim to demonstrate the negative effects of pseudoorthologs on phylogenetic inference? Some studies have found differences in trees inferred from data sets filtered using different ortholog detection methods (Altenhoff et al. 2019b; Siu-Ting et al. 2019; Cheon et al. 2020). However, most orthlog detection methods are unlikely to remove pseudoorthologs, and thus comparisons of these methods are not informative with respect to the effects of pseudoorthologs. In cases where researchers specifically aim to exclude pseudoorthologs (e.g., Siu-Ting et al. 2019) and inferences differ across filtered data sets, more stringent filtering may remove problematic sequences other than pseudoorthologs—for example, alternative isoforms or error-prone sequences. While such filtering may improve phylogenetic inference, this improvement cannot be attributed to the removal of pseudoorthologs. Paralogs included in data sets of putative single-copy orthologs may also not be true pseudoorthologs. In large genomic and transcriptomic data sets, putative pseudoorthologs may instead be paralogs for which, for technical reasons, different copies were assembled in each species (as appears to be the case in Brown and Thomson 2017).

In our study, we assume that all pseudoorthologs are a result of true biological loss, rather than sampling artifacts: when random sampling occurs, the overall probability of pseudoorthologs will be higher than observed here. However, even in the extreme case, where a single paralog is sampled at random from each species, quartet-based methods appear to perform well when enough data are available (Leiprzed et al. 2020; Markin and Eulenstein 2020; Yan et al. 2021). With respect to the results presented here, randomly sampling species in the present increases the probability of sampling pseudorthologs. It may also change the proportions of discordant and concordant topologies, since the probability of losing any particular copy due to sampling will not depend on branch lengths. However, it remains true that the discordant topology should never be more probable than the concordant topology if sampling is random.

Overall, our results suggest that pseudoorthologs are not likely to mislead phylogenetic inference. Pseudoorthologs are rare across reasonable regions of parameter space, and even in the most extreme scenarios considered, the concordant topology is always expected to be the most common. These results should reassure researchers who are well aware of the difficulties of identifying and removing these genes from phylogenomic data sets and should encourage researchers to focus their filtering efforts elsewhere, for example, on detecting and removing assembly artifacts or on poorly aligned sequences.
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Data available from the Dryad Digital Repository: http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.573n5tb72.
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